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All About
Dreams
Sea Creatures

Structures and Language

Sleeping habits
Verbs

Interrupted past: We were talking when I started floating. I was standing
in front of a swimming pool when I realised I had my pyjamas on.
Questions: What do you dream about? I dream obout cats.

Sea creatures
Adjectives

Comparatives: Dolphins are more sociable than great white sharks.
An octopus in more intelligent than a dog.
Superlatives: The vaquita porpoise is the most endangered marine mammal
in the world. Which is the most venomous sea creature?

Personality adjectives
Past participles

Present Perfect with ever: Have you ever been camping?
I’ve been camping in the rainforest. Daniel has eaten lychees. Javier hasn’t
seen pictures of Australia. They’ve both been camping.
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Being a Friend
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Helping the
Environment
Fashion in
the Future
Creepy-Crawlies
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Lessons in
Science
Keeping Healthy
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Environmental issues
Materials and other
items

Will for predictions: The river will be polluted. There won’t be any fish
or animals in it.
Will for promises: I will ride my bike to school. My dad won’t drive to work.
Will for offering help: I’ll repair it.

Fabrics
Technology

Could for future possibilities: Rosie could use a hat made from cotton.
May for future possibilities: They may have microchips.
Might for future possibilities: They might change colour.

Body parts of insects
Insects and other
animals
Adverbs

Adverbs of manner: Ants can run quickly. Praying mantises wait patiently.
Dragonflies can fly vertically.
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Skyrocket to Literature: Connections
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Actions
States of matter
States of water
Magnetism

Zero Conditional: If you heat water to 100ºC, it boils. If you put the
south pole of a magnet near the south pole of another magnet, they repel
each other.

Health professionals
Food groups
Keeping healthy

First Conditional: If you breathe deeply before a situation that makes
you nervous, you will feel more relaxed. If you exercise, your brain will get
more oxygen.

Sense verbs
Countries
Tastes
Musical instruments

Expressing similarities: Okra looks like ladies’ fingers. It feels like silk.
What do spring rolls taste like? Incense smells like flowers.
The Lion Dance sounds like thunder.
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Around the
World

Review Units 7, 8 and 9
Additional Glossary
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Activity Book
Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Dictionary Skills

Understanding a folk tale Skimming texts

Recognising parts of a
sentence

Making a dictionary of
dream symbols

Sleeping and dreams

Understanding a
checklist

Scanning texts

Expanding sentences 1

Making a sea creature
information poster

Adjectives

Identifying incorrect
information

Main idea and
supporting details

Expanding sentences 2

Making and giving a
bracelet

Personality traits

Locating people and
things

Compare and contrast

Combining sentences

Making a recycled craft

The environment

Completing a graph

Cause and effect

Organising ideas

Designing clothes
of the future

Plants, materials
and technology

Identifying countries
and insects

Summarising

Outlining

Presenting information

Adverbs

Syllables and word stress

Taking notes

Writing paragraphs

Doing an experiment

Science

Stressed words 1

Contextual clues

Writing preparation

Making and playing a
First Conditional game

Nutrition and sports

Stressed words 2

Appreciating literature

Writing an email

Making a cultural poster

The five senses

Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Interaction

